
DEATH SHOTS: Canadian data show that COVID “vaccines” INCREASE the risk
of death from covid

Description

USA: Not only does Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) not protect against COVID, but official 
government data from the Canadian province of Manitoba show that the shots actually increase
a person’s risk of death.

The latest figures available for May show that only nine percent of deaths and 14 percent of hospital
admissions in the province were unvaccinated people, despite them representing 17 percent of the
population.

An analysis of the data further shows that vaccinated, but unboosted people are about 50 percent more
likely to be hospitalized or die from covid compared to unvaccinated people (Related: Last summer, the
Canadian government forced people to get injected in order to travel).

“People who had received boosters had roughly the same risk of hospitalization or death as the
unvaccinated,” notes Alex Berenson about the data.

Two illustrative charts, which you can view on Berenson’s Substack, show that hospitalizations and
deaths are most prominent among the fully jabbed, all things considered.

“These figures and estimates differ markedly from those the Centers for Disease Control have provided
for American COVID deaths,” Berenson further writes. “But they are likely to be far more accurate.”

“American hospitals and health authorities classify COVID deaths and hospitalizations as occurring in
the unvaccinated until proven otherwise.”

How many lives have been lost BECAUSE of covid vaccines?
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One of the drawbacks of the American data collection model is that it relies on self-reporting within a
system of privatized insurance. In Canada and elsewhere with nationalized health insurance, jab
registries can more easily be matched against hospital admissions and deaths.

In every country where nationalized health care exists, it is obvious from the data that far more “fully
vaccinated” people than unvaccinated people are getting sick and dying from what they are calling
covid.

“Still, the data from Manitoba appear to mark the first time that any government agency has actually
found a higher risk of death in vaccinated people,” Berenson notes.

The Manitoba data fully implicate Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau for crimes against humanity,
seeing as how he was the ringleader in that country for mass injection.

“When will Canadian citizens demand that Trudeau is arrested, tried and executed for blatant violations
of the Nuremburg Code?” asked one of Berenson’s subscribers. “When will we all stop soft-pedaling
genocide by globalist parasites?

Keep in mind that Trudeau, like most politicians, is just a figurehead puppet who likely takes orders
from some invisible entity far up above him. And they deserve the same prosecutorial treatment as he
does.

“They just approved the shots for children,” added another commenter about how the mass injection
campaign is now targeting babies. “Where the FDA goes, Health Canada follows like the little
corrupted lapdogs they are.”

“It’s criminal to give these shots to babies and kids,” interjected someone else.

Someone else quoted Luke 17:1-2, which reads, citing the words of Jesus Christ himself:

“Then said He unto the disciples, It is impossible but that offenses will come: but woe unto him, through
whom they come! It were better for him that a millstone was hanged about his neck, and he cast into
the sea than that he should offend one of these little ones.”

If those who perpetrated and continue to perpetrate these crimes against humanity do not repent, then
they deserve “nothing but incomprehensible, ineffable, unfathomable and unimaginable misery, pain,
suffering, torment, wailing and gnashing of teeth in the Lake of Fire where the worm dies not and the
fires are NEVER quenched,” this same commenter added, receiving an “Amen to that!” from another.
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